Chula Vista Educators met with the District today regarding our Demand to Bargain for a pathway for our preschool teachers to obtain the necessary teaching credential to teach in a transitional kindergarten position. Initially, the District had only offered a pathway to five out of thirty-three preschool teachers. CVE pursued an equitable offer as expected from our TK MOU.

We have an MOU!

Highlights of the MOU Re: a Pathway to Credentialing for Current Preschool Teachers:

- ALL current preschool unit members are eligible to pursue the pathway
- Tuition related to the credential program at National University will be paid by the district
- Preschool teachers participating in the pathway are eligible to obtain a paid internship upon approval from National University for the 2023-2024 school year

We extended our TK MOU!

- In addition to securing an MOU for preschool teachers, we were able to maintain all language for our TK MOU until our 2023 Successor Agreement is ratified
- Components of this MOU includes language around class size, schedules, collaboration, and more

You can find a copy of both MOUs on our CVE website.

As a reminder, we will be bargaining our Successor Agreement soon. Talk to your site rep for information on the Articles we will be opening based on what we have heard from membership.

CVE Bargaining Team: Jessica Garcia Heller (Chair), Tim Kriss, Tom Perezchica, Kenda Pot (Corinne Izigzon subbing), Jessica Howard, Virginia Orozco de Gutiérrez, with consult from Helen Farias (CTA) and Rosi Martinez (CVE President)